Fire crews on the 416 Fire completed their burnout operations on the southwestern portion of the fire securing Forest Road 171 to the Sheep Creek Basin. An increase in fire crews and apparatus will be seen in the Purgatory area as they enhance and improve existing fire line in that area.

Here's a summary of other Facebook posts throughout the day.

10:46 AM. Firing operations have begun on the southwest perimeter of the fire.
11:26 AM. Operations Daily Update Video with Alex Robertson.
3:11 PM. M.A.P- Management Action Points explanation and photo
4:15 PM. Purgatory Resort, near the 416 Fire, will be opening for summer activities beginning Monday, July 02, 2018.
6:01 PM. Firefighters use structure triage to identify, protect and defend homes.
7:01 PM. Are you in a pre-evacuation zone? Clarification on areas affected by the 416 Fire.
7:08 PM. Firecrews made good progress on the southwestern portion of the fire. Conclude firing operations along Division H.

For more detailed information or to receive notices as they are published follow the 416 Fire on Facebook at www.facebook.com/416fire/. No Facebook account is required to view the posts.

---
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